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CHAPTER I 

IHTKOBUCTIOH 

lbs physical fitness state of the American citlsen in 

recent years has developed rapidly into a major concern of 

national leaders as well as physical educators. This concern 

was expressed by President Eisenhower in 1956 when he formed 

the Presidents Council on Youth Fitness. He stated: 

"national policies will be no sore than words if our people 

are not healthy in body, as well as of mind, putting dynamism 

and leadership into the carrying out of these major decisions. 

Our young people must b© physically as well as mentally and 

spiritually prepared for American Citisenship" (io, p. 1). 

The President's action was prompted partially by results 

obtained from several studies which were conducted on the 

physical fitness condition of the American youth# Campbell 

discovered that a group of English youth exceeded an American 

group in the American Association of Health, Physical Edu-

cation and Recreation Youth fitness Test (7). Knuttgen 

studied the differences in American youth and Danish youth la 

terms of physical fitness. He administered the AAitPER Youth 

Test to 453 Banish school children <319 males and 134 females). 

The results of the test were compared to the established 

American standards. It was discovered th«t approximately 



M v m t f per cent of the Danish boy®* score® and eighty-six 

P«r cent of the Baalais girls* scores w # greater than the 

comparable American mean scores (5). 

ttseda conducted a similar study comparing the physical 

fitness condition of children in low and Itokyo. (There 

were 395 Tokyo children and 355 Xova obildrea «sed as sub-

jects during the experiment. The subjects were nine to 

twelve years of age.) Besults of this study isdlcate that 

the To)ty© children scored better in all motor performance 

tests except one—si t-ups (2). 

Wurpinfk reported that during the Korean conflict three 

and one-half million American mm underwent prelnductlon 

physical examinations. His study indicated that 619,000 or 

IT.7 per cent, American men were rejected from military ser-

vice for physical reasons (3). 

Of particular interest was a study conducted by Kraus 

and Rlrschlaad comparing the physical fitness conditions of 

American and Suropean youth (6). Kraus and filrsehland used 

the Ifraus-Weber fitness test as a measuring instrument for 

their study. This test consists of six movements appraising 

strength and flexibility of trunk and leg muscles. Oats con-

cerning the Kraus-Veber test as administered by Kraus and 

Birschland are presented in Table I. 



TABUS X 

BESULTS OF KBA08-WEBKR TEST AfMIHISTIREB 
TO AMERICAN AND ITJKOPEASf YOUTH 

Austrian Italian Swiss American 

Number tested ®7§ 1036 1150 4264 

Failure 0.5% 8.0% 8.8% 57.9% 

Incidence of Failure 9.7% 8.5% 8.9% 80.0% 

The Kraus-Weber test was administered to 4,264 American 

children and 2,870 European children by Kraus and Birschland. 

Hi© subject# were aged si* t© nineteen year® and came from 

comparable urban and suburban communities. The European chil-

dren were selected from the following European countries: 

Austria, Italy and Switzerland, fix hundred and seventy-eight 

children were tested fro® Austria, 1,036 children were tested 

from Italy, and 1,136 children were tested from Switzerland. 

The composite results of the Kraus-Weber test indicated that 

57.9 per cent of the Aster lean children failed t© attain the 

minimum standards as conpared with 8.7 per cent of the European 

children which failed to attain Blnlsua standards. Most spe~ 

cifically, 9.0 per cent of the Austrian children, 8.0 per cent 

of the Italian children, 8.8 per cent of the Swiss children, 

and 57.9 per cent of the American children failed to attain the 

minimum standards of the test. The incidence of failure estab-

lished for the Kraus-Weber test was as follows: 9.7 per cent 
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of the Austrian children; 8.5 per cent of the Italian children; 

8.9 per cent of the ivies children; and 80.0 per cent of the 

American children. 

When John F. Kennedy assumed the office of Resident of 

the United States, he was obviously aware of the facta con-

cerning the physical deficiencies of the American citizen, 

He immediately took action which added impetus to the national 

physical fitness crusade. After hi® election as President, 

and before he was inaugurated, President Kennedy publicly 

expressed his philosophy about physical fitness <4, p. 10). 

He stated: 

For physical fitness is not only one of the most 
important keys to a healthy body, it is the basis 
of dynamic and creative intellectual activity. 
The relationship of the body and the activities of 
the mind is subtle and complex. Much is not yet 
understood, but we do know what the ©reeks knew: 
that intelligence and skill can only function at 
the peak of their capacity when the body is healthy 
and strong; that hardy spirits and tough minds 
usually inhabit sound bodies• 

In this sense, physical fitness is the basis of all 
the activities of our society. And if the body 
grows soft and inactive, if we fail to encourage 
physical development and prowess, we will under-
nine our capacity for thought, for work, and for the 
use of those skills vital to an expanding and complex 
America, mus, the physical fitness of our citizens 
is a prerequisite to America's realisation of its 
full potential as a nation, and to the opportunity 
of each individual eltlsen to make full and fruit-
ful use of his capabilities. 

Sheard studied the question, "Are physical educators do-

ing all that they can to promote physical fitness?", Se used 

as his subjects students enrolled in the male physical educa-

tion service classes attending Idaho State College. These 
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subjects were administered the AAHPER Youth fitness Ttest to 

determine if any degree of physical fitness had been perpet-

uated. Thm results ©f this study indicated that there was 

little increase is the physical fitness development of the 

subjects involved. Sheard wrote that it would sees that 

physical educators are teaching the same activities the same 

way, yet are supposedly developing some new elixir for the 

bodyCi). 

The above facts are alarming. Two major questions need 

to be faced: (1) Why are not American youths as physically 

fit as their peers?; and (2) What atust physical educators do 

to improve the physical fitness state of the youth? First, 

modern technological advances have contributed to the deteri-

oration of the physical fitness state of the American youth. 

Mechanical devices have been created which reduce the amount 

of energy required to perform a given task. Consequently, 

the anount of physical activity formerly required in dally 

living has been reduced for both children and adults. Second, 

physical educators must realize that the American way of life 

contributes very little to the physical fitness development 

of our youth. It is a fact that physical fitness ©an be de-

veloped and maintained only by engaging in physical activities 

and exercises, and it is becoming apparent that the schools 

must orient the students to this fact. Physical educators 

must adopt a program that will improve the physical fitness 

development of their students. mis program should be of 
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such a nature that it can be used in conjunction with regular 

physical education activity classes. 

Statement of Problem 

A study of four short duration exercise routines toward 

development of physical fitness for male Junior college 

students. 

Purposes of the Study 

The following purposes were formulatedx 

1. lb investigate the development of physical fitness 

through the medium of fifteen-minute exercise routines in 

junior college physical education classes. 

2. lb determine the relationship between each of four 

exercise routines and the improvement of physical development 

in a specific body area. 

3. To compare the results of intensive, Isometric* 

calisthenic, and continuous exercise routines to determine if 

any one routine was of greater value to three alternate rou-

tines in assisting the individual to attain a higher degree 

of physical fitness development. 

Hypotheses 

Consistent with the purposes, the study was designed to 

investigate into the following general hypotheses: 

1. Student groups subjected to certain selected exer-

cise routines will show significant Improvement in each of 

seven selected measures of physical fitness. 



2. laeh of four selected mreli* routines will prove to 

be of greater value than the three alternate routines is demos*' 

strating improvement for certain specific measures of physical 

fitness. 

3. One of the four selected exercise routines will prove 

to be of greater value than the three alternate routines in 

the development of physical fitness throughout a range of 

seven physical fitness test events. 

The stated general hypotheses were converted to null 

hypotheses for purpose of statistical treatment; 

1. There will be no significance of difference in Man 

scores between pre-test scores and post-test scores for each 

of seven test events of physical fitness within student Groups 

I, II, III, and If respectively. 

2. There will be no significance of difference in mean 

score changes from pre-test scores to post-test scores between 

student Group I and student Group II. 

3. There will be no significance of difference in mean 

score changes from pre-test scores to post-test scores between 

student Group X and student Group III. 

4. There will be so significance of difference in mean 

score changes from pre-test scores to post-test scores between 

student Group I and student Group XT. 

5. There will be no significance of difference in mean 

score changes from pre-test scores to post-test scores between 

student Group II and student Group III. 
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6. There will fee no significance of difference in mean 

score changes from pr»-t«it scores to post*test scores between 

student Group II and student Group IT, 

7. There will be no significance of difference in mean 

score change® from pre-test scores to post-test scores between 

student Group III and student Group IV. 

Background and Significance of Study 

Many physical educators in the junior college field are 

faced with common problems related to the improvement of 

physical fitness and physical development. Some of these 

problems are dealt with through formal classroom situations, 

and others are dealt with through the medium of exercise 

activity classes. Two of the most common problems which 

affect the adequacy of physical education programs are (1) 

the number of students enrolled in the classesj and (2) the 

frequency of regularly scheduled class meetings. The men's 

physical education department at Wharton County Junior 

College experienced these common problemst (l) the enroll-

ment in the physical education classes ranged as high as 

eighty-five to ninety students; and (2) each regularly sched-

uled physical education class met for only two periods per 

week. This situation challenged the physical education in-

structor to initiate procedures which were designed to insure 

to him and the students that each minute of each physical 

education class should be utilised effectively for building 

maximum physical fitness with each student. 
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MenPhysical Education Facilities at 
Wharton County Junior College 

The present study dealt with only male physical education 

student® at Wharton County Junior College, Texas. 

The large enrollment in physical education classes at 

Wharton County Junior College, coupled with the lack of ade-

quate physical education facilities, created certain specific 

problems in the instruction of physical education. Following 

is a description of men's physical education facilities at 

Wharton County Junior College during the spring semester, 1066. 

1. A gymnftslum which Included a regulation basketball 

court was available to the men. At approximately four feet 

from the sidelines were affixed permanent bleachers; at approx-

imately eight from one end was the outside wall; and at 

approximately eight feet fro® the opposite end was a stage. 

2. A single dressing room capable of housing only forty* 

fire to fifty physical education students was in use. Included 

is this dressing room were approximately twelve shower heads, 

clothing hangers, and beaches, this facility was located in 

the gymnasium. 

3. A physical education athletic play field, which was 

approximately 100 jra*ds square, could have been utilised 

during periods of the spring when the weather permitted. This 

facility adjoined the gymnasium. 

4. A regulation football field was located one and one 

half blocks from the gymnasium. This facility was used by the 

college only for intercollegiate football practices and games. 
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5. A field house which included a dressing room, equip-

ment room, and weight room was reserved tor specialized uses 

and was not available to the physical education classes. This 

facility adjoined the football field and was used only by 

varsity athletes. 

6. A commercially owned skating rink was contracted to 

assist in alleviating the over crowded problem in the men*s 

physical education classes. A skating program was operated 

in conjunction with the regularly scheduled physical education 

classes. The skating rink was located several blocks from 

the college campus, requiring that a school bus be provided 

to transport the students. 

The following equipment was provided the men*s physical 

education classes at Yharton County Junior College: 

1. Several softball®, bats, and softball gloves 

2. Several volleyballs and one volleyball net 

3. Several footballs 

4. Several basketballs and two goals 

5. Two table tennis tables with several paddles, nets, 

and balls 

At the time of the study the men's physical education 

department did not Include such physical education equipment 

as parallel bars, trampolines, wrestling mats, side horses, 

archery equipment, tennis equipment, or golf equipment. 

ffee program of physical education at Wharton County 

Junior College Included little individual instruction for the 
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Improvement of skills associated with activities which could 

be useful is the students* future or which would have carry-

over values, the students were net required to engage in any 

type of warm-up exercise prior to participation is activities, 

and little, if any, regard was given to the physical fitness 

and development aspect of physical education. 

Although physical fitness should toe an integral part of 

physical education, most physical educators believe that 

physical fitness should not be stressed in such a manner that 

it becomes the only objective of the program. Consequently, 

nost physical educators feel that it is just as necessary to 

provide a physical education program that will expose the stu~ 

dent to many recreational skills which can be utilised after 

completion of the program as it is to improve their physical 

fitness and development. It is felt that a balance should be 

maintained between physical fitness development and recre-

ational activities. Mlxon and Cozens demonstrated support of 

this view when they stated: "The physical education curricu-

lum should not be based primarily on physical fitness testing 

programs. Over emphasis of this object might jeopardise 

gains made in the achievement of other equally valuable 

objectives" <8, p. 216). 

Hie present study seeks to discover a type of exercise 

routine that will assist in the Improvement of physical fit-

ness and physical development. Such an exercise routine will 

require only a small percentage, fifteen minutes, of the 
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physical education class, thus allowing enough tlae remaining 

to teach activities and skills that possess carry-over value 

is terms of improved physical development and function. 

It is suggested that the proposed study say have value 

to physical education as follows: 

1. The study should assist physical education instruc-

tors in organising classes whereby physical fitness can fee 

improved, using only a small percentage of the class period. 

2. The study should present data which will indicate to 

physical education instructors the usefulness of the selected 

types of exercise routines. 

3. The study should de*onstrate to physical educators 

that physical fitness can be adequately promoted without 

adversely affecting the teaching of skills most often associated 

with physical education activities. 

4. The study should aid students terminating their educa-

tion at the junior college level in recognising the importance 

Of physical fitness and physical development. 

The American Association of Health, 
Physical Xducation and Recreation 

Youth Fitness Test 

The AAHPKB Youth Fitness Test was utilised during the 

study to seasure the subjects' physical competencies. Following 

are the seven test events which constitute the AAHFftR Youth 

Fitness Test (1). 

1. Pull-up test - The subject used a regular grasp and 

hvvft) at arm's length frost a high horisontal bar with his body 
2 
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extended. Without swinging his body, or raising or kicking 

fai* l®g«* the subjeot raised his body until his chin was above 

the lsvsl of the bar. He lowered his body until his arms were 

extended. BS performed as many pull-ups as possible. 

t, 81 tup test - Tli© subject assumed a back lying posi-

tion with hi® logs extended and his feet spread approximately 

twenty-four Inches apart. He placed his hands behind his head 

and interlocked his fingers. Bis heels were held to the floor 

throughout the test by a classmate. The subject perforaied a 

sit-up, rotating his trunk and touching his left knee with his 

right elbow. He returned to the starting position and repeated 

the sit-up movementt rotating his trunk to the right and touch-

ing his right knee with his left elbow. Be performed the slt-up 

movement until he could perform no more or until he completed 

one hundred slt-ups. 

3. Shuttle-run test - The subject stood behind a starting 

line and when the signal was given, he ran t© a line thirty feet 

away, picked up a 2 x 2 x 4 inch wooden block that was placed 

behind the line, and then ran back and placed the block behind 

the starting line, fie Immediately turned around, ran back, and 

grasped a second block and returned past the starting line, the 

time to the nearest tenth second was recorded. 

4. Standing Broad Jump test - The subject stood behind 

the starting line and jumped as far as possible. The longest 

of three jumps, recorded in feet and inches, was measured 

from the starting line to that part of the subject1s body 

that touched the floor nearest the starting line. 
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5. Fifty-yard dash test - The subject ran fifty yards; 

kin tine was recorded to the nearest tenth second. 

6. Softball throw test - The subject threw a twelve inch 

Softball three times, using an overhand throw. He started 

his throw six feet behind a restraining line. The distance 

frost the landing point of the best throw to the nearest point 

on the restraining line was recorded to the nearest foot. 

7. Six hundred yard run/walk test - The subject traveled 

600 yards by running as much as possible and walking a minimum 

distance. His time was recorded in nitrates and seconds. 

The four short duration exercise routines used in this 

study were designed to assist students in certain specific 

areas of physical development. These areas of physical devel-

opment are as follows: 

1. Body strength and power - This is attained when an 

individual increases his a n and shoulder strength, abdominal 

strength, and leg power. The pull-up, sit-up, standing broad 

Jump, and Softball throw test events were intended to be Mea-

sures of the individual*s current physical condition and 

improvement in these specific body areas. 

2. Cardie-vascular improvement - This is attained when 

an individual increases the efficiency of his circulatory 

system. lite 600-yard run/walk test event was intended to be 

the measure of the individual's current physical condition 

and improvement in this specific body area. 
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3. Agility » Itiis is attained when an individual ia~ 

provw his ability to noire quickly, easily, and dexterously. 

The shuttle run test event was intended to be the measure of 

tiie individual's current physical condition and iaproveaent 

in this specific body function. 

4. Bhythm - This is attained when an individual is able 

to better coordinate his body movements and when he is more 

graceful in his actions. Hie shuttle run test event was in-

tended to be the aeasure of the individual's current physical 

condition and iaproveaent in this specific body function. 

ft. Speed - this is attained when an Individual improves 

bis ability to run a specified distance in increasingly less 

time, the fifty-yard dash test event was intended to be the 

aeasure of the individual's eurrent physical condition and 
j 

improvement in this specific body function. 

Definition of Hems 

The following definitions are proposed for use in this 

study t 

1* Intensives - movements using aaxlaua effort for 

periods of short duration. 

2. Ieoraetries * exercise based on the process of 

holding the body in varying static positions while contract-

ing a particular muscle group with near aaxiaum force. 

3. Calisthenics - systematic exercise done in cadence 

and without apparatus. 
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4. Continuous «x«»fliM - * combination of selected 

0x»roiMt performed eoitlswmsljr for * fiftssa-viauts period. 

5. Junior college - m tdnoitloui iMtttolloi oo«|»m4 

of tvmtomm aad sopfcraor© college students. 

6. Physical *<hi«aUo« - a ̂ rogrta la the ouyrlesltM 

vkloh provides ueii ttwtost with *» opportunity to dsvslop 

•kill and understanding in m witty of ̂ yiteil totlvltiM 

that will tend to improve bis physical developsaont a®d 

function. 

7. Physical l i t M M * the total functional oapaeity of 

m individual to psrfom a five® task to its coaplitios with-

out undue fatigue. 

$« AABPtB Youth Fitness tost * as instrument to «®a-

mwm the physical condition of aa individual developed by 

tbs American Association of Health, Pfeysieal Education, and 

Stecreation. 

t, College aorm - the norsaal performance of the AAHPER 

Tooth fitiMs Itot percentile seorss for college Mia. 

kindtatloss of the gtudy 

lisltatioas of this study *r# m follows; 

1* 1fcs subjects of the study included only sale physical 

education students who attended Wharton County Junior College 

during the spring eeraeeter, 1M6. 

*. 1&® frequency of exposure during the study was twice 

Mfei£k4IM§ 

Jrwe wHMpIK e 
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3. The study investigated only those selected components 

of physical fitness and development as defined within the 

AAHPER Youth Fitness Tost. 

Basic Assumptions 

The basic assumptions of this study are as follows: 

1. It is assumed that all ©lasses will be taught by the 

same instructor. This assumption will assure that a group*s 

improvement was attributed to the exercise routine rather than 

the administration of the routine. 

2. It is assumed that the initial orientation will be 

identical for all groups because the same instructor will con-

duct all orientations. 

3. It is assumed that upon completion of the particular 

short duration exercise routine by each group the remaining 

portion of the physical education class will be identical. 

Ibis assumption assured that group differences would be attri-

buted to the assigned exercise routine. 

4. It is assumed that the groups, as selected, will be 

as equal as possible in physical abilities. 

5. It is assumed that a small percentage of the - stu-

dent subjects will participate in physical activities outside 

the classroom. Bowever, it is further assumed that this addi-

tional participation will not adversely affect the results of 

the study. 
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CHAPTER II 

SimVBY oy LITERATURE 

Students selected MI subjects la this study were •ob-

jected to four short duration exercise routine®. 0 m exercise 

routine consisted of Intensive exercises. One exercise rou-

tine consisted of isometric exercises. One exercise routine 

consisted of calisthenic. exercises, and one exercise routine 

consisted of several exercises scheduled in such a way that 

the subject performed continuously for the duration of the 

'routine. Studies have indicated that these four exercise 

routines are capable of increasing the physical fitness and 

physical, development of the user. A summary of selected 

studies follows* 

Intensive Xxerclse 

Woldemar Oershier, a German, is credited with the cre-

ation of internal or intensive training. The intensive 

exercise is designed to subject the performer to a maximum 

effort of exercise over a limited amount of time. The in-

tensive training routine will develop speed* endurance, 

strength, power, and a positive psychological approach for 

the subject. The principle of this routine, when used for 

track athletic training, is one in which the subject is con-

stantly running shorter distances than the race for which 

19 
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he is tnialai and at a fMtor speed than bis race p»e« (3), 

Stein stated that these prlaelplM can be applied to condi-

tieaiag •MvotM«( the result toiai g m t « r growth and 

development. Ivan though the interval exercise routine re-

less tlae for each specific there will be 

increasing benefits froa the» (14). 

In as intensive t m a l M routine the following miabltt 

should be considered: 

1. A tias liait should to© considered for 4Mb «sir«iM. 

i, The auafter of times that a specific exeroise is re-

peated by each studsot in ths Allooated tiM, 

3. The length of tha rest period between each specific 

exercise. 

Because of these variables, ©haages can easily be nade 

to adapt ths exercise to the exercise toleraace of the per* 

lovair. la events where the performer toads to bacons 

exhausted is a short Mas, a modified aad easier asthod of 

perforsiag them caa he used. This iasures that the psrformer 

is exerclsiag at his ssxImum level at all tlaes (3). 

• Westering stated that with the intense iateraltteat 

exereise routine a high degree of physical fitness caa he 

attained ia half the tlae coasuaed by the coaveatloaal exer-

cise routines. The tine saved by this routiae caa be utilised 

effectively for the additioaal teaching of activities to the 

physical edacatioa student. Weeteriag also stated that the 

student is activated to do his best because he Is cospetlag 
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against himself—"this encourages each student is the program 

to exceed his previous performance record (16). Walters re-

ported Westering*s statement when she discovered that short 

intense periods of exercise will increase physical fitness 

(15). 

Isometric Exercise 

Research has proven that isometric exercise routines nay 

be effectively used for physical fitness and development. 

Four distinct advantages to the use of isometric exercises 

are: 

1. Isometric exercises are of such a nature that they 

are not time-consuming. 

2. Isometric exercises are of such a nature that no 

special equipment is required. 

3. Isometric exercises are of such a nature that no 

special uniform is required. 

4* Isometric exercises are of such a nature that they 

are not physically tiring to the performer. 

I study by Dennison and others examined the improvenents 

in arm strength by comparing results of experimental groups 

using isotonic exercise routines and groups using isometric 

exercise routines. Hie isotonic groups used standard weights 

and followed a standard wight training routine. Itoe Iso-

metric groups used the Commander Set of exercise routines, 

loth groups followed their specific exercise routine twice 
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a week for an eight-week period. Hi® results of this experi-

ment indicated that both exercise groups improved significantly 

in muscular endurance of the upper ana. It was also estab-

lished that these results were obtained even though the 

isometric group exercised only ten minute* per day as compared 

to thirty minutes per day for the weight training group (7). 

Mathews and Krause used one hundred and twenty male 

college students in their study concerning isometric exer-

cises. Sixty of these students participated in an isometric 

exercise routine and the remaining sixty participated in an 

Isotonic exercise routine. Hie results of this study indi-

cated that the group subjected to the isometric exercise 

routine showed a greater number of individuals with Improved 

strength than did the isotonic group (11). 

A study by Howell and others compared the effects of iso~ 

metric and Isotonic routines upon improvement of muscular 

endurance. This study was conducted with three groups of 

eleven students enrolled in a required physical education 

program at the University ©f Alberta. Tim first group was 

assigned a weight training (isotonic) exercise routine, the 

second group was assigned the Commander Set of isometric exer-

cise routines, and the third group participated in a normal 

physical education class. At the conclusion of the eight* 

week experimental period a retest of the subjects indicated 

that there were no significant differences in muscular endur-

ance improvement in the group using isometric exercises and 

In the group using isotonic exercises (10). 
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Berger conducted a study using statics (isometric) and 

dynamic exercise routines. this study was conducted with 

college male students and covered a twelve-week period. As 

a result of this study, Bsrger concluded that static exercises 

say produce a greater increase of strength than will dynamic 

exercises. He found that the fatigue factor permitted the 

subjects* use of static exercises to engage in more training 

sessions (11). Clarke confirmed Berger's conclusions when he 

discovered that strength recovery was much faster after a 

static exercise routine than was the strength recovery after 

a dynamic exercise routine (2). 

Hettinger concluded that muscle tension is the important 

point in training. He stated that one single contraction per 

day is adequate for the maximum training effect for a partic-

ular muscle group (§). Muller stated further that more 

strength caa be exerted by static, isometric, contraction 

than by dynamic contraction. Muller stated also that strength 

is gained faster by one static contraction executed against 

a resistance of at least more than forty per cent of the 

subjects' maximum strength than can be gained by more than 

one dynamic contraction (12). 

A study by Wolbers and Sills adds to the evidence of 

iettlnger and Muller. By analysing the results obtained from 

twenty test subjects, these investigators concluded that a 

static contraction held for a duration of six seconds will 

cause significant Increases in strength (17). 
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Calisthenic Exercise 

According to SUlty, calisthenics are oatd for the pur-

pose @f attaining four objectives; (1) the development and 

maintenance of body health, (2) the development and maintenance 

@f good body mechanics, (3) the development and maintenance of 

body suppleness, and (4) the development and maintenance ©f 

body control (13). 

A study by Henry and Frue, as reported in an unpublished 

dissertation by Coyne, used calisthenics as an exeroise rou-

tine, Their findings indicated that out of the twenty-one 

subjects participating in the study nineteen demonstrated 

improvement in physical fitness. Itelve of the twenty-one 

experienced a loss of weight during the study. Henry and 

Prue subjected the experimental group to the XBX system 

developed by the te>yal Canadian M r force. 

Coyne also reported that Phoenix, Arizona has offered a 

challenge to any high school physical education department in 

the country to compare physical fitness results. Is addition 

to their regular physical education activities, the Phoenix 

studeats **• subjected to fifteen minutes of dally calisthenics. 

The results have been outstanding (5). 

A study by Fabricus compared the physical fitness develop-

ment of fourth grade boys and girls participating in a regular 

physical education class with an experimental group particlpat-

lag in a similar physical education class to which three minutes 

and nine seconds of selected calisthenics were added. Results 
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shoved that the experimental group Improved significantly M M 

than did the control group <8). 

Culver examined the effects of a ten-minute period of 

body conditioning exercises taught concurrently with a unit 

on basketball. She experimented with seventy-two high school 

girls. Hie results obtained indicate that a ten-minute period 

of calisthenics was effective in improving physical fitness* 

It vas also concluded that the loss of the ten minutes from 

the instructional period vas not detrimental to the learning 

of basketball (4). 

Continuous Exercise 

Br. Thomas K. Cureton has designed a system of rhythmic 

continuous exercises as a Mans of improving physical fitness, 

this thirty minute non-stop exercise routine incorporate® 

features of both circuit and interval {intensive) training. 

Dr. Cureton*s continuous exercise routine intersperses muscular 

endurance exercises vith walking, jogging, running, hopping, 

swinging the arms, deep breathing, and kicking. This routine 

starts mildly, builds up to an intensity in the middle, and 

tapers off at the end. Cureton believes that long continued 

exercise is needed in order to warm the body and its organs 

thoroughly, and that such warming is essential for effective 

muscular and circulatory endurance. 

The continuous exercise routine vill assist in counter* 

acting deficiencies in cardio vascular fitness. It vill also 
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aid the «NV in bettering bis «flUty, stresgth, flexibility, 

bAlan©ef and coordination* Cureton i«U«w4 the five basic 

pftneiplMi U«t«4 below when he developed bis thirty limit* 

#©*r*etep exercise routine. 

1. Ibrtr ftart * fast or «B4 it IMI. 

9, War* up tte group b»i«r« soving to * wore vigorous 

or strenuous exerciee. 

3« Qlvt tbo students the opportunity to recuperate 

between exercises by slowing 4mm the pace aad exercising 

different m o l e * and ports of the body. Do eot stop tbo 

exercise routine until tbo tiae is op, 

4. Include plenty of deep-breathing exsrcises end have 

the students swing their arms when walking. 

ft. Work the group up to a peek slovly end gradually 

slow the pace down as tbo routine draws to a close (6). 

Valters studied the offsets of a continuous strenuous 

exercise routine on the physioal offioionoy of twenty~three 

college women. Tfm oneroiso periods were fro® seven and one* 

half sinotes to twelve winutes daily. the exercises were 

designed for the ittprevensiit of eardio-respira tor y onderasoe 

and tbo developsont of grip strength. Besults obtained after 

eleven consecutive days of osoroiso periods indicated that 

the continuous exercise did isprove physical fitness in terms 

of eardio-reeplratery endarance and grip isprevesent (IS). 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODS AND FEOClDORgS 

In order to collect, analyze, and Interpret data perti-

nent to tli® study of the effects of short duration exeroises 

on physical fitness development, the following methods and 

procedures were appropriate. 

Student Selection and Grouping 

ffes investigator Instructed five sections of physical 

education classes that dealt with the iaprovesent of physical 

fitness and physical development at Wharton County Junior 

College during the spring seaester of 1966. These physical 

education classes were identified as sections 02, 03, 04, 05, 

and 08. A portion of the students enrolled in sections 03, 

03, 04, and 05 were utilised as subjects during this study. 

Section 08 was composed of students participating in varsity 

athleticsi consequently, these students were not utilised 

during this study. 

The time of day, day of week, enrollment, student parti-

cipants and non-participants for each of the four physical 

education class sections utilised in this study are presented 

in Table XI. 

2S 
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TAMM IX 
mmwwm AND nmoiMmm or PHYSICAL IEUCATION 

CLASSES UTILIZED nmxxo n m m 

~€layist 
Section 
iftsmb̂ r̂ 

Bay Time Total 
Enrollment 

participants 
in Study 

Student! 
MOt in 
Study 

02 Xf il5S- 9:45 74 m 28 

03 9j50-10*40 §9 m m 
04 H™ 10145-11s35 ?« 43 33 

05 ttk 11:00-11:50 60 35 m 

Tho total number of students enrolled la the four physical 

education classes utilised is this study was 199, The number 

of students per section in each of the four sections was as 

follows: section 02, seventy-four; section 03, eighty-nine; 

section 04, seventy-sixi and section 05, sixty. Of the total 

enrollment of 299 students, one hundred and eighty students 

were selected as subjects for this study. Ifertlelpants in 

this study were required to maintain regular attendance during 

the tine the study was being conducted. Thus, a student's 

attendance record for physical education during the first six 

weeks of the spring semester, 1966, was used to determine the 

student participants. Those students with two or were absences 

were not used as participants in the study. Ifcey participated 

in a skating program operated in conjunction with the regularly 

scheduled physical education class. In section 02 there were 



xor«jr~»i* »*«**»«*. subjects Selecied «?txd tWent^-e ijh^ SKatePS. 

In Motion 03 there were fifty~six student subjects selected 

and thirty-three cbttort. la Motion 04 there were forty* 

throe student subjects selected and thirty-three skaters, and 

la Motion 05 there sere thirty-five student subjects selected 

and tventy-flve skaters. 

Orientation 

The initial orientation for the selected subjects was 

presented by the investigator on March 7 and 8, 1966, and 

covered the following items: 

1. An explanation of the purpoaea of the study, 

2. An explanation of the MHStK Youth Fitness Itest and 

how it was to be utilised, 

3. An explanation of the four selected abort duration 

exerciM routines. 

4. A statement concerning the importance of regular 

attendanoe during the experlaental period. 

5. An opportunity for students to discuss and ask 

questloas concerning the study. 

Pre-AAHPER Youth Fitness Test 

On laroh 9-10 and 14-17, 1966, the student subjects were 

administered the pre-AAHFKR Youth Fitness lest <1). Sue to 

the United length of the class period, three test periods 

were required for each physical education class to conplete 
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the test. fhe following procedure© were used to administer 

the pre-test. 

1. The pull-up, sit~up, shuttle run, and standing broad 

Jump test events were conducted in til® gysnasiua, and the 

result® of each test event were recorded for each student 

subject. 

a. The pull-up test event was performed on a one 

and one-half inch pipe secured to a seatfold. 

b. fhe sit-up test event was performed in a desig-

nated area in the gymnasium. 

o. Hie shuttle run test event was performed across 

a volleyball court narked in the gymnasium, the side-

lines of this court were thirty feet apart and were used 

as the restraining lines. 

d. The standing broad jump test event was performed 

in a designated area in the gymnasium, fbe end boundary 

line to'the basketball court was used as the starting 

line, and a graduated feet and inches scale was taped to 

the floor. 

2. The fifty-yard dash, Softball throw and 600-yard run/ 

walk test events were conducted out-of-doors, and the results 

of each test event were recorded for each student subject. 

a. Hie fifty-yard dash test event was performed on 

a grass area measured ©a the athletic play field. 

b. Hie softball throw test event was performed on 

the varsity football field. This facility was utilised 
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because the yard lines were available for Measuring the 

distance of each throw. 

c. The 000-yard ma/walk test ©vent was perforated 

on a grass course measured on the athletic play field, 

Hie student subjects* scores for the seven test events of 

the AAHPER Youth Fitness Test were recorded on a form similar 

to the individual scoring form recommended in the AAHPKR Youth 

Fitness Test Manual, Appendix A: The name, age, height and 

weight ©f the student subject were recorded in the designated 

area of this for®. The appropriate date of the specific test 

was recorded in the designated area, m e scores attained in 

each test event by the student subject were recorded opposite 

the appropriate test event. A percentile score for each test 

event was determined by consulting table thirty-nine of the 

AAHJ<BS Youth Fitness Hast Manual (1)—Physical Fitness Test 

Xorss, Percentile Scores for College Men. This percentile 

score was recorded on the profile record portion of the fora. 

These percentile scores were plotted,, indicating the physical 

fitness profile of the subject. 

A for« sisllar to the class composite record fora rtcow 

stended in the AAHMER Youth Fitness Test Manual was utilised 

to record the specific group's composite raw and percentile 

scores. In Appendix B, the name, age, height and weight of 

the student subjects were recorded in the designated areas of 

the for*. The raw score and percentile score for each test 

event were recorded in the appropriate space on the fora. 
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Exercise and Activities Administration 

Tli© selected exercise routines—intenslves, isoaetrios, 

calisthenics, mud continuous—were assigned to specific groups 

within each physical education class as presented in Table III, 

ipAXtT m f f f 
mjL JL 

SHORT DURATION EXERCISE SCHITISl A3SIGMMIHT 
IN BACK PHYSICAL EVOCATION CLASS 

Clans" 
Section 
Number 

Inten-
. - pive 

N Iso-
aetrlc 

IT Calls-
thenle 

If Contin-
.. . _ . 

1 

m Group X 12 Group II 18 Group III 11 Group IV 11 

m Group I 13 Group 11 14 Group III 14 Group 1? IS 

©4 Group I 11 Group II 11 Group III 10 Group I? 11 

05 Group I § Group II S Group III i Group IT » 

Tit® student subjects in etch of the four physical education 

classes utilised in this study, sections 02, 03, 04, and Oft 

were divided into four separate groups. This division was 

accomplished according to an alphabetical listing of the 

subjects* last names. Inch of the separate groups In the 

four physical education classes was assigned one of the selected 

exercise routines. Hie Intensive exercise routine was assigned 

to Group I in each physical education class. The isometric 

exercise routine was assigned to Group II in each physical 

education class. The calisthenic exercise routine was assigned 

to Group III in each physical education class. Hie continuous 
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exercise routine was assigned to Group IV in each physical 

education elass. Physical education class section 02 bad the 

following number of subjects 1 b each exercise group: Group 

X, twelve? Group II, twelve; Group XXX, eleven; and Group XT, 

eleven, Physical education class section 03 had the following 

number of subjects la each exercise group: Group X, thirteen; 

Group XX, fourteen! Group XIX, fourteen; and Group XT, fifteen. 

Physical education class section 04 had the following number of 

subjects In each exercise group: Group X, eleven; Group XX, 

eleven; Group XIX, ten; and Group XT, eleven. Physical educa-

tion class section 05 had the following number of subjects in 

each exercise group: Group X, nine; Group XX, nine; Group 

XI X , eight; and Group IV, nine. 

After completion of the group assignments, each group 

selected one of its members to lead the group during the exer-

cise periods. The investigator assisted the selected group 

leaders In administering their specific exercises to their 

specific groups. 

The following short duration exercise routines were 

assigned to the appropriate groups and were used each class 

day for an eight-week period. 

Intensive Exercise Routine 

The intensive exercise routine prepared by Frosty festering 

was used during this study (»). This short duration exercise 

routine consisted of the four following exercises: 
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1. The pull-up - The subject grasped, with his pains 

away from his body, a high horizontal bar isd bung with bis 

arsis fully extended. Without swinging bis body or raising or 

kicking his legs, the subject raised his body until his chin 

was above the level of the bar, H© then lowered his body until 

his arias were completely extended. Bte performed as many pull-

ups as possible in the thirty seconds allocated. 

2* the push-up - The subject assumed a front lying 

position and supported his body on his hands and toes, lis 

legs, with his feet together and knees straight, were extended 

backward. Hi held his hips, legs, and head in a straight line, 

and his hands were placed palms down in a position parallel 

with his shoulders. His aria® were fully extended. He lowered 

his body by bending his elbows until his chest touched the 

fist of his partner. (The partner had placed his fist on the 

floor directly under the subject*s chest). Ihe subject then 

returned to the original position. He performed as many push-

ups as possible in the thirty seconds allocated. 

3, tie bent knee sit-up - The subject assumed a back 

lying position with his knees bent upward. His feet were to-

gether and were held to the floor by his partner. The subject 

placed his hands behind his head and interlocked his fingers. 

H@ performed a sit-up, rotating his trunk and touching his 

left knee with his right elbow. He returned to the starting 

position and repeated the sit-up movement, rotating his trunk 

to the right and touching his right knee with his left elbow. 
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The perforner returned to the starting position. Be perforated 

as «any bent knee slt-ups as possible In the thirty seconds 

allocated. 

4. Hi# speed run * The subject ran on his to**, In 

place, as fast as possible for ten seconds. at then rested 

for ten seconds. The subject performed five repetitions of 

the speed ran. 

The four Intensive exercises were administered to 6xoup 

I of each physical education class as follows? 

1. All subjects worked in pairs as partners to execute 

all exercises. 

2. The partner not performing the exercise assisted the 

subject when a particular exercise so directed. 

3. 'the subject performed the exercise while his partner 

counted the number of repetitions completed. 

4. After the subject completed the exerolse, the partner 

immediately changed positions with the subject and performed 

the exercise for the allocated tine. 

5. After each pair completed a specific exercise, they 

assumed their original positions and began the next exercise. 

6. Each subject completed as many repetitions as possible 

of each exercise within the allocated tiae. 

7. The exercises were perforated on each physical educa-

tion class day during the eight-week experiaental period. 



Isometric Xxerdse Routine 

The Commander Set of isometric exercise routines, as 

prepared by Arthur H. iteinhaus in collaboration with the 

late Commander Charles 0. Giague, USNR, was used during this 

study (4). this short duration exercise routine consisted 

of the thirteen following exercises: 

I. The reach - the subject stood with his left arm ex-

tended high over his head* He reached up as high as possible 

while keeping both heels on the floor. The subject repeated 

the same procedure with hie right arm. 

I, the elbow push - The subject stood with his back to 

s wall, raised his elbows to shoulder height, raised his hands 

with pains down to collarbone level and touched the wall with 

his elbows. The subject pressed his elbows u<! the back of 

his neck as hard as possible against the wall. 

3. Hie hand push * The subject placed his pains to-

gether with his fingers pointing upward; then he pressed his 

hands together as hard as possible. 

4. The muscle mater - The subject extended his arms out 

from his sides and bent both elbows upward, relaxed his hands, 

and contracted his biceps as hard as possible. 

5. The finger stretch - The subject held his arms in 

front of his body and extended his fingers as hard as possible. 

6. The front flattener - the subject assumed a back 

lying position with his hands placed on his hips; while keeping 

his elbows off the floor, he raised his bead, shoulders, and 

feet off the floor as high as possible. 
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7. The owrwr - The subject assumed a front lying 

position and pltetd bin hands en his hips; tMle keeping M s 

knees straight, he raised tils head, shoulders, and feet off 

the floor as high as possible. 

8. fhs arch raiser - The subject sat on the floor with 

the soles of his feet turned in toward each other% then he 

curled his toes under mi far as possible. 

9. The grip - the subject Made a fist with each hand 

and gripped as hard as possible. 

10. The twist - The subject extended his arms forward 

and tightly interlocked his fingers. Be then tried to twist 

his anas inward, fle repeated the same procedure outward. 

11. The spread - The subject stood with the left side 

of his body against a wall* while keeping his left leg straight, 

he pressed his left foot as hard as possible against the wall. 

He repeated the saae procedure with his right side. 

12. The half squat - Ttie subject stood with his hands 

on his hips and half bent his knees while keeping his heels 

off of the floor. 

13. The heel stand - The subject stood with his back to 

a wall and with his heels approximately eight Inches froa 

the wall, m then stood on his heels and used the wall for 

balance. 

The thirteen isometric exercise routines were administered 

to Group II of each physical education class as follows! 
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1, Each student subject performed the thirteen isometric 

•mrolft routlMt for six seconds at maximum strength of con-

traction. 

2. the isometric exercise routine was performed on each 

physical education class day daring the eight-rook exptrlMBUl 

period. 

Calisthenlc Xxercise aoutin# 

The calisthenlc exercise routine illustrated in to vol 

C of Chart 3 of tho Royal Canadian Air Force*s 5BX system 

van used during this itudy (3). Tho short duration exercise 

routino cons is tod of tho five following exercises: 

1. Tho body bond - Tho subject stood with his foot ap-

proximately thirty-six inehos apart and hold his arms upward 

vith his hands togother. On tho count of ono ho bent his body 

to tho loft and touched tho floor with his finger tips at ap-

proximately six inches outside his left foot. Qa the count 

of two, and without raising his body, the subject touched the 

floor between his feet with his finger tips. On the count of 

three the subject raised his body to the original position, 

and on the count of four he bent to the right and touched the 

floor with his finger tips approximately six inches outside 

his right foot. On the count of five he returned to the orig-

inal position and bent backward as far as possible. The subject 

repeated the body bend as many times as possible for a two-

minute period. 
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8. ISi© fit"«p - Um» subject assvasd tho feaok lyiag pomt** 

tios with klf f M t togothor m 4 iatorlookod hla fiagoro 

tightly bohiad his head, ©u th@ count of o*»® ho cut ttp to a 

vortical posltiM, booping hit hands bohiad his boad and ksop* 

isg bis feet is contact with tbo floor, Gn the count of two 

ho rstgraod to tbo itartiag potitiM. Hie « b j w t rotated 

th© slt-ap as «asy tlaos as possiblo for a cmo-sHnut© period, 

3. tbo teek archor «* Tho sobjoot I M H M 4 * froat lyiag 

positioa aad iatorlookod bio baads bohiad hi* book. On tho 

count of oao bo liftod bio tead, obooldors, oboot aad botb 

ltgc no high as possiblo. Tho aobjoot vas roqplrod to koop 

bio logs straight aod to raioo bio ehost aad botb thlgho 

ooatplotoly off tbo floor. <b tbo ooust of too bo rolaiood bio 

body to tbo froat lyiag positioa, Hs «*i»taiiiOd tfe© exercise 

pMitios for toa ooooado aad tbo rolasod positlos for fifo 

soooads. Tbo tvbjoot porforaod tbo baok arobor for a oao* 

jainute period. 

4, Tho puali-up ** tho oubjoot asstmsd a froat lying pooi-

tioa aad supported bio body oa bio heads aad toes. Sis logs, 

with bio foot together aad knee® straight, wore exteaded toaoir 

vards, Bo bold bis hips, logs, aad boad ia a straight Use, 

aad bis baada wmm plaoed pmlmm down la a pooitioa parallel 

with bio obooldoro, with bio arm fully extended. Oa tbo 

eooat of oae tbo oubject lovorod bio body by boadiag bio elbows 

aad tosobed tbo floor la froat of bis haads with bis ohin. 

On tho eeaat of two bo touched tbo floor behind his haads with 
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his forehead. On the count of three he returned to the ©rig-

sal position. Ilk® subject perfonMd as many push-ups as 

posiibls ia a one-minute period. 

5. The stationary rw* - The subject ran in place aa 

fast as possible, lifting his fsst off of tit# floor four 

inches, for seventy-five steps (a stop was counted each time 

the left foot touched the floor). After completing tbo seventy-

five stops* the subject performed ten bobbing jumps. One 

bobbing ju»p consisted of the subject placing bis fsst to-

gether and bis bands on bis hips; on the count of one he bent 

bis knees until he was sitting on his heels; on the count of 

two he extended his body to aa upright position. Be was re* 

faired t© keep his feet in contact with the floor and his 

back straight.) After the subject completed ten bobbing 

jumps be continued the running in place. The subject performed 

the stationary run as many times as possible during a six-

minute period. 

Hie five calisthenic exercise routines were administered 

to Group III of each physical education class as follows) 

1. Bach student subject was required to perform the 

specific exercise routine for the entire time allocated that 

routine. 

2. Xach student subject was permitted a one-minute rest 

psriod between each of the five exercise routines. 

3. The calisthenic exercise routine was performed on 

each physical education class day during the eight-week experi-

mental period. 
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Continuous Kxerciee Routine 

A thirty minute non~stop exercise routiiMi created by Br. 

Thomas 1, Cureton was Modified to a fifteen-minute m r c l M 

routine for use during this study (3). This short duration 

exercise routine consisted of the eleven folloving routines t 

1. The wslk and jog - (a) The subject walked one and one-

half laps around the outside boundary of a regulation basketball 

court, (b) Die subject jogged slowly for two laps around the 

outside boundary of a regulation basketball court. (Boutins 

mraber one lasted one and one~half minutes.) 

I. The windmill - The subject stood with his legs spread 

approximately thirty-six inches apart and extended his arms 

to the side. On the count of one he rotated his body to the 

left and bent over and touched his left toe with his right 

hand. The subject was required to keep his legs and left 

arm straight. On the count of two he returned to the original 

position. On the count of three he bent over and touched his 

right toe with his left hand. The subject was required to 

keep his legs and right arm straight. On the count of four 

he returned to the original position. The subject performed 

as many repetitions of the windmill exercise as possible for 

a one and one-half minute period. 

3. The walk and jog - (a) The subject walked one and one* 

half laps around the outside boundary of a regulation basketball 

court, (b) The subject jogged three laps around the outside 

boundary of a regulation basketball court. (Boutine number 
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4. The puah-up And side straddle hop * (a) ftu§ subject 

assumed a front lying position and supported his body on his 

hands and toes. His legs, with his feet together and knees 

straight, were extended backward. Be held his hips, legs, and 

head in a straight Use, and his hands were placed palms down 

in a position parallel with his shoulders} his arms were fully 

extended. On the count of one the subject lowered his body 

by bending his elbows until his chest was approximately two 

inches from the floor. On the count of two he returned to 

the original position. The subject performed as many push-ups 

as possible in a fortyfive second period, (b) the subject 

stood erect with his feet together and anas extended downward, 

hands to his sides. On the count of one he jumped into the 

air and thrust his legs to the side approximately thirty-six 

inches apart? concurrently, he placed his hands over his head, 

keeping his ares extended and raising the* out from his side. 

On the count of two be returned to the original position. The 

subject performed the side straddle hop as many tines as 

possible in a forty-five second period. (Routine number four 

lasted for one and one-half minutes.) 

5. The walk, skip and jog - (a) The subject walked one 

lap around the outside boundary of a regulation basketball 

court, (b) the subject skipped two laps around the outside 

boundary of a basketball court, (c) Hie subject ran two laps 

around the outside boundary of a regulation basketball court, 

(lowtine number five lasted for a two-minute period.) 
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6. Hi© squat thrust and run in place - (a) The subject 

stood erect with bis feet together, a m extended downward 

and hand* to bis sides. On the count of one he bent forward 

and pltced his hands on the floor la a position three inches 

in front of and three inches outside his feet) on the count 

of two he thrust both feet backward until his legs were 

completely extended# landing on bis toes. On the count of 

three he lowered his bodjr to a position two lnehes above the 

floor, supported only by his hands and toes. On the count 

of four he extended his ans and raised his body, still with 

only his hands and toes supporting bis body. On the count 

of five the subject thrust his feet under bis body and between 

his hands. On the count of six he returned to the original 

position. The subject perforated fifteen sguat thrust move-

ments. <b) The subject ran, in place, as fast as possible for 

a forty-five second period. (Routine number six lasted for 

one and one-half minutes.) 

7, The jog - Ham subject jogged slowly around the out-

side boundary of a regulation basketball court for a one* 

minute period. 

i. The walk - The subject walked briskly around the out** 

•ide boundary of a regulation basketball court while breathing 

deeply and swinging his arms in a windmill style. Routine 

number eight lasted for a one-minute period. 

i. The trunk bend and mountain climb - (a) The subject 

stood erect with his hands on his hips and feet approximately 
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twelve Inches apart. On the count of one the subject btat 

forward from the waists on the count of two bo boat to the 

right from the waist; on the count of thro# ho boat backward 

fro* the waist| and on tho count of four ho boat to his loft 

fro* tho waist. Tho subject performed the trunk bending exer-

cise ten repetitions to the right and ten repetitions to the 

left, (b) The subject assumed an all fours position. Be 

placed his hands on the floor at shoulder width, his feet were 

placed approximately thirty-six inches behind his hands, and 

his back was held straight. On the count of one he thrust his 

right foot Into a position even with and outside his right 

hand, and on the count of two he returned his right foot to 

the original position. Qm the count of three he thrust his 

left foot into a position even with and outside his left hand, 

and on the count of four he returned his left foot to the orig-

inal position. The subject performed the mountain climb for 

ten repetitions. (Boutins number nine lasted for a two-minute 

period.) 

10. The walk - the subject walked slowly around the out-

wide boundary of a regulation basketball court for a thirty-

second period. 

11. ffce hop and walk - (a) Ihe subject hopped on his right 

foot as many time® as possible in a flfteen-second period. M 

hopped on his left foot as many times as possible in a fifteen-

second period. <b> The subject completed the continuous exercise 

routine by walking slowly around the outside boundary of a 
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regulation basketball oourt for thirty seconds. (Soutlne number 

eleven lasted for a one-minute period.) 

Hie eleven continuous exercise routines were a<tsinistered 

to Group IV of each physical education class as follows: 

1. The fctudent subjects sere required to complete the 

entire routine exactly as directed and without stopping. 

1. The exercise routine was performed on each physical 

education class day during the eight-week test period. 

An electric basketball clock was utilised by all groups 

during the fifteen-minute exercise periods. 

Bach regularly scheduled physical education class at 

Wharton County junior College was fifty minutes in length. 

However, only thirty-five minutes were utilised for instruc-

tional purposes, with the remaining fifteen Minutes being 

utilised by the students for dressing at the beginning and end 

of each class, during the present study, the selected exercise 

routines consumed fifteen minutes of each physical education 

class period; twenty minutes were devoted to participation and 

instruction in physical education activities. 

A schedule was created to insure that each exetclse group 

was exposed to identical activities and to the same amounts of 

physical education activities as was possible in addition to 

the four selected exercise routines. This procedure assured 

that the results obtained at the end of the experimental period 

reflected the benefits of the specific exercise routine rather 

than those of the physical education activity. 
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fli® activity »ch«dul« created for each group is presented 

In Table I?. 

TABLE If 

ACTIVITY 8CHXD0LK 

Date Group X Group II Uroup III Group I1 

March 21 (22) fB# YB TT* fB 

23 (24) m YB YB TT 

29 (29) TT m fB fi 

30 (31) f» TT YB fB 

April 4 ( 5 ) YB m TT fl 

§ ( 7) m YB fB TT 

(12) TT fB fB fB 

13 (14) w TT fl fl 

IS (19) fB TT fB 

20 (21) YB fB fB TT 

25 (26) SB* SB FB# FB 

27 (28) FB IB SB Fl 

May 2(3) FB FB SB SB 

4 ( 5) SB FB F® SB 

9 (10) TT fl fB fB 

11 (12) YB TT m fB 

FB, Touch Football 
SB, Softball} 
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For tli«> eight-week period of this study, beginning March 21, 

1966, and ending May 12, 1966, in addition to the four short 

duration exercise routines, each exercise group received equal 

instruction in four physical education activities—volleyball, 

table tennis, softball, and touch football* Groups I, XI, 111, 

and IT each received nine periods of volleyball instruction, 

three periods of table tennis instruction, two periods of soft-

ball instruction, and two periods of touch football instruction* 

All groups met an equal number of days for an equivalent 

number of minutes. 

Bost-AAHPER Youth fitness T0st 

the post-AAttPBR Youth Fitness Test was administered to 

173 of the 180 original subjects on May 16*19 and 23*24, 1966* 

•even student subjects were not administered the post*test be-

cause of excessive absences during the experimental period* 

the procedures used for testing and recording in the pre-AAHPEK 

Youth Fitness Test wore duplicated in the post*teet. 

Treatment of Data 

The following procedures were used to treat the data 

obtained from the pre*test and post-teet administered to the 

etudest subjects; 

1* The data were transferred from the original forms to 

IBM tabulating cards* 

2. The results of the test were statistically treated 

by applying the Fisher X test for significance of difference 
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between the means and the lUndkrd deviation of the pre-test 

and post-test. 12i#se data were analyzed both within each 

individual group and between each individual group. 

3. Significance of difference at the .05 level of con-

fidence was arbitrarily selected for use in the study. 

4. The IBM Computer Center at Xorth Texas State University 

computed all data obtained during this study. 
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CHAPTI* IT 

PR1SENTATI0N AMD ANALYSIS 08? 

DATA AHD C0NCUJSIGHS 

Three basics purposes mire considered of primary impor-

tance to the effects of short duration exercises on physical 

fitness, namelyi (1) to determine the effects of selected 

fifteen-minute exercise routines (Intensive, isometric, calls* 

thenic, and continuous) on the physical fitness development 

of junior college physical education students; (2) to de~ 

termine the relationship between each of the four exercise 

routines and the improvement of physical development in a 

specific body area* and (3) to determine if any one of the 

four selected exercise routines was of greater value than 

three alternate routines in assisting the individual to 

attain a higher degree of physical fitness development. 

The following data are presented to assist in determin-

ing the value of the present study in relationship to the 

stated purposes. 

Data comparing the pre-test and post-test performance 

of Group I in the seven test events are presented in Table V. 
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TABLE V 

COMPABISOH W GROUP I (INTENSIVE) PRK-flST AND 
POST-TEST FOR ALL SSffH TEST BVSM1* 
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ieven 
Test Events 

Pre-tfest 
N=43 

Mean 8.B. 

Post-ftest 
V«43 

Mean S.B. 
Fisher 

t 
I * 

Pull-up 
(Number) «ft 

V e * i i r t.m 8 . 6 7 3.90 - 8 . 6 9 .001 

Slt-up 
(Number) 45.88 17.10 97 .69 16 .49 -6.93 . 001 

Shuttle Sun 
(Seconds) 10.21 6.70 9.60 . 96 S .04 .001 

Standing 
Broad Jump 

( Inches ) ®§.02 10.27 32 .12 11.41 - 4 . Of .001 

30 Yard Hash 
(Seconds) 6.85 .42 6 . 7 8 .46 2 .04 . 09 

Softball throw 
(Feet) 177.8® 30 .69 139.77 29.7S - 2 . 0 6 .01 

600 Yd. Run 
(Seconds) 121 .69 21 . SI 114.91 19.S3 3 . 6 8 .001 

An examination of Table T will show the intensive exercise 

group, Group I, produced significant gains between the protest 

and post-test in each of the seven test events. Group I pro-

duced a mean gain of 2.32 repetitions on the pull-up; this 

gain is significant at the .001 level. Group I produced a 

wean gain of 11.77 repetitions on the sit-up; this gain is 

significant at the .001 level. Group I produced a mean gain of 

.@1 seconds on the shuttle run; this gain is significant at the 
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.001 level. Group 1 produced a mean gain of .07 seconds on 

the fifty yard dash; this gain Is significant at the .05 level. 

Growp I produced % mean gain of 7.89 feet on the Softball throw* 

this gain is significant at the .01 level. Group I produced 

a mean gain of 6.74 seconds on the 600 yard run/walkj this 

gain is significant at the .001 level. 

Data comparing the pre-test and post-test performances 

of Group II in the seven test events art presented in Table 

•I. 

TABLE It 
COMPARISON t» QROUP II (ISCHSTRIC) ON M»*nB? AND 

PCSf-flSf FOR M.y, SEVEN TEST EVENTS 

Seven 
,rr -Ifcê .Jvessij# 

Pre-Test 
f*4§ 

Mean S.D. .. 

ftast-ltest 
11=45 

..*•»». S.D. 
fisher 
t 

HI 

fall-up 
(Number) 6.18 $ Gk& m * WW 6.24 3.19 - .35 NSD 

Sit-up 
(Number) 52.64 23.§4 ' 57.0® 17.35 -1.51 MSB 

Shuttle Sun 
(Seconds) 10.22 .62 9.65 • 36 7.46 .001 

Standing 
Brond. Jtiiap 

(Inches) 87.24 7.76 91.16 S.31 -4.65 .001 

50 Yard Dash 
(Seconds) 6.84 .41 6.SO .39 1.03 mm 

Softball Throw 
(Feet) 177.00 27.88 184.22 28.21 -2.65 .02 

600 Yd. Run 
(Seconds) 114.22 12.95 112.60 10.45 .99 SSD 
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An examination of table VI will, show the isometric exercise 

group, Group IX, produced significant gains between the pre* 

test and post-test in three of the seven test events. Group 

11 produced % mean gain of .97 seconds on the shuttle run; this 

gain is significant at the .001 level. Group IX produced a mean 

gain of 3.92 inches on the standing broad jump; this gain is sig-

nificant at the .001 level. Group II produced a Mean gain of 

7.22 feet in the Softball throw; this gain is significant at 

the .02 level. Qroup XX demonstrated no significant gain in 

the pall-up, sit-up, fifty-yard dash or 600-yard run/walk test 

events. 

Data comparing the pre-test and post-test performances of 

Group XXX in the seven test events are presented in Ifcble VII. 

t&MM VIX 

COMPARISON OP GROUP III (CALI8TK1NIC) OH WI-TISf AND 
POST-IMT wm ALL s m * T M m m 

ire-®J»t" Post-%H»St 
Seven m N=39 Fisher X«S 

. Hast Xvents § . » . -Ilima f.». t. 
Pull-up 

(number 6.7» 3.31 7.08 3.77 -1.01 NSD 
Sit-up 

(Kumber) 61.10 21.25 63.31 20.82 -5.60 .001 
Shuttle Run 

(Seconds) 10.18 . 50 9.62 * 34 8.04 .001 
Standing 

.001 

Broad Jump 
(Inches) 88.21 7.31 §2.10 6.32 -4.09 .001 

30 Tard Dash 
(Seconds) 6.82 .44 6.76 .38 1.20 mn 

Softball Throw 
(Feet) 175.31 24.60 17f.00 24.07 -1.58 mm 

@00 Yd. Run 
(Seconds) 114.05 9.65 110.31 12.20 2.63 .02 
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An examination of Table VII will show the calisthenie group, 

Group III, produced significant galas between the pre-test and 

post-test in four of the seven test events. Geo up III produced 

a aean gain of 12.41 repetitions on the sit-up; this gain is 

significant at the .001 level. Group III produced a mean gain 

of .56 seconds on the shuttle run; this gain is significant at 

the .001 level. Group III produced a mean gain of 3.89 inches 

on the standing broad jump; this is significant at the .001 

level. Group III produced a Mean gain of 3.74 seconds on the 

600-yard run/walk; this gain is significant at the *02 level. 

Group III demonstrated no significant gain in the pull-up, 

fifty-yard dash or the Softball throw test events. 

Bata comparing the pre-test and post-test performances of 

Group If in the seven test events are presented in Table till. 

TABLE Till 

COSfPABISON OP GROUP If (CQHT1N0OIJS) 0M M M I S f AMD 
POST-TEST FOE khh SEVEN TEST IVSMTS 

Pre-Hmt l^st-iest 
ieven U» 46 H=4® fisher m 

Test Ivents M®&h S.D. Mean I.*®. t 
ft*ll**up 

(Hurober) 7.26 3.82 7.50 3.56 - .05 USD 
Sit-up 

(lumber) 51.15 21.39 64.54 22.38 -7.40 .001 
Shuttle Sun 

(Seconds) 10.35 .92 9.59 .65 7.30 .001 
Standing 
Broad Jtamp 

(laches) 00.43 11.22 03.15 9.20 -3.50 .01 
50 Yard Dash 

(Seconds) 6.74 .46 6.65 .44 2.74 .01 
Softball Throw 

(Veet) 183.67 if. 52 100.74 30.08 -3.57 .001 
600 Yd. tun 

(Seconds) 113.67 20.79 106.87 13.63 # • MW .01 
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m exaaination of Table VIII will show the continuous tzirolae 

group, Group 1?, produced significant gains between the pr»*t«»t 

and post-test in mix of the seven tost events. Group IV produced 

a sean gain of 13.39 repetitions on the sit-up; this gain is 

significant at ths .001 level. Group IV produced a mian gain 

of .70 ssoonds on ths shuttls run; this gain is significant 

at ths .001 level. Group IV produced a aean gain of 2.72 inches 

on ths standing broad juap; this gain is significant at ths .01 

level. Group IV produced a nsan gain of .09 ssconds on ths 

fifty-yard dash; this gain is significant at ths .01 level. 

Group IV produced a aean gain of 7.07 feet in the Softball 

throw) this gain is significant at the .001 level. Group IV 

produced a aean gain of 7.00 seconds on the 600-yard run/walkj 

this gain is significant at the .01 level. Group IV demon-

strated no significant gain on the pull-up test event. 

Data comparing the aean differences between pre-test and 

post-test of Group I and Group II on seven test ©vents ars 

presented in table II which appears on the following page. 

As exaaisatlon of liable IX will show that ths intensive 

exercise group, Group I, produced significant gains over the 

isometric exercise group, Group II, in three of the seven test 

events. Group I produced a aean gain of 2.32 repetitions on 

the pull-up; when comparsd to a aean gain of .11 repetitions 

by Group II, this dlffsrence was significant at the .001 level. 

Group I produced a aean gain of 11.77 repetitions on the sit-

up; when compared to a asan gain of 4.45 repetitions by Group 
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fit * |0f 

COMPARISON OF HIM DIfflElHCIS BlUfltH 
PBI-ISST Mm fosT-wsf m mom I 

(XJOTHSIVB) AND GROUP XX 
( x s o m t & x c ) m SEVEN 

mmmm w&tWWf^ 
J. JwlEr JL mm ¥ JiMpI m& 

Seven 
Ifcst Xvents 

Xntensl1 

Or oup : 
N-43 

lean... J 

ret-
X 

ISOMStrier 
Group XX 

11=45 
...lean S.». 

fisher IS 

talX-tip 
(Number) - 2 . 3 2 1.74 - .11 2 . 1 0 - 8 . 6 3 .001 

Sit-up 
(Number) -11.77 ii. m -4.45 10.51 -2.32 .05 

Shuttle Sun 
{Seconds) . § 1 . 4 0 . 5 7 . 5 1 . 2 0 nm 

Standing 
Broad Jump 

CInches) - 3.10 4 . 3 0 -3.02 5.58 . 7 3 MSB 

@0 Yard lash 
(Seconds) . 0 7 . 2 1 . 0 4 . 2 4 ttli • fill NSD 

Softball Throw 
(7eet) - 7 . 8 ® 1 7 . 2 0 - 7 . 2 2 1 8 . 0 8 - . 1 0 ' HID 

@00 Yd. Run 
(Seconds) 6.74 1 1 . St 1 . 6 2 

J 
1 0 , 0 1 2 . 0 2 .05 

It, tills gala Is significant at the .0$ level. <Sroup X produced 

a mean gals of 6.74 seconds on the 600-yard run/walk; when com-

pared to a aean gain of 1.62 by Group XX* this gain is signifleant 

at the .Oft level. 

Group X produced greater mean gains on the shuttle run, 

fifty-yard dash and Softball throw than did Group XX| however, 

these differences were not significant at the .05 level. 
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Group IS produced a greater mean gain la the standing 

broad jump, tent when compared to the mean gain by Group I, 

tbls difference was sot significant at the .05 level. 

Data comparing tb« amm difference® between pre-test and 

post**test of Group 1 and droop III on seven test events are 

presented in Table X. 

TABLE X 

COMPARISON OP MEAN DIFFERENCES B W m ME-'REST 
Aim POST-WST or QRO0P I (IHTEHSIVl) 

AXS GROUP H I (CALXSfHBXIC) 
OK SBVXN TEST BVENTS 

Seven 
Test Xvents 

' Intensive 
droop I 
N 43 

!#*» i.B. 

Callsthenic 
Group H I 
XT 30 

. m m . §.». . 

Fisher 
t 

1M 

Pull-up 
(Number) - 2.38 1.74 - .29 1.72 ' -5.01 .001 

iitup 
(Number) -11.77 11.68 -12.41 13.65 ; .20 KBD 

Shuttle Sun 
(Seconds) .SI • 40' .Si .43 .45 NSD 

Standing 
Broad Jump 

(Inches) - 3.10 

i 

4.00 - 3.8*' 5.12 .80 USD 

SO Yard Dash 
(Seconds) .07 

H
t
 

ft
 e .06 .30 .11 

Softball throw 
Cteet) - 7.80 17.20 - 3.60 14.37 -1.18 USX) 

@00 Yd. Run 
(Seconds) 0.74 11.80 3.74 8.70 1.14 NSD 
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As exavination of Table X will show that the intensive exer-

cise group, ©roup I, product* a significant gain over the 

calisthenic exercise group, Oroup 1X1, in o m of the seven tost 

events. Group 1 produced a mean gain of 2.32 repetitions on 

the pull-up; when compared to a mean gain of .29 by Group III, 

this gain was significant at the .001 level. 

Group I produced greater mean gains on tie shuttle run, 

fifty-yard dash, Softball throw, and 600-yard run/walk than 

did Group III; however, these differences were not significant 

at the .05 level. 

Group 111 produced greater mean galas in the sit-up and 

standing broad Jump, bat when compared to Oroup I, these 

differences were not significant at the .0§ level. 

Date comparing the aean differences between pre-test and 

post-test of Group 1 and Group IV on seven test events are 

presented in Table XI which appears on the following page. 

An examination of Table XI will show that the Intensive 

exercise group, Oroup I, produced a significant gain over the 

continuous exercise group, Oroup XV, in one of the seven test 

events. Group I produced a mean gain of 2.32 repetitions on 

the pull-up; when compared to a Man gain of .24 by Group If, 

this gain was significant at the .001 level. 

Oroup I produced greater mean gains in the standing broad 

Jump and softball throw than did Group IY; however, these 

differences were not significant at the .03 level. 
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TAB2JB XX 

COMPARISON Of MIAN BIFFIBIMCIS BBTWXKM PRE-WST AND 
POST-TEST OF GROUP 1 (IIISIRIVS) UfD 

GROUP IV (COSTIH0OHS) OK 
ssvem wbt nrmm 

Seven 
lest Events 

Intensive 
Group X 
N43 

Mean S.P.. 

Continuous 
Group XT 

II =40 
. limm 

Fisher 
t 

LS 

Pull-up 
(Number) - a . 3 2 1 .74 - .24 1.6® -ft. 34 AA1 

e W J* 

Sit-up 
(Number) - 1 1 . 7 7 ii. m -33.39 12.13 .32 tMy* 

H2SI? 
Shuttle San 

(Seconds) .61 .49 .7® .70 - 1 . 3 2 USD 

Standing 
Broad «ftiap 

(Inches) - 3.10 4.90 - 2.72 §.20 - .34 ix&siK"t 

JPw* Mif 
90 Yard Dash 

(Seconds) .07 .21 .09 *21 - .42 nm 
Softball Throw 

(Feet) - 7.89 17.29 - 7.07 13.27 - .24 NSD 

600 Td. Sun 
(Seconds) 6.74 11.89 7.00 14.28 

0
 

HI e 
1 NSD 

Group IV produced greater Man galas on the ait-opt shuttle 

m , fifty-yard dash and 600-yard run/walk, bat when coepared 

to the Man gain of Group X, the differences were not significant 

at the .05 level. 

Data cosparing the mean differences between pre-test and 

post-test of Group IX and Group XXX on seven test events are 

presented in Table XXX. 
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TABLE XII 

COMPARISON Of MEAKf DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FEE-UST AND 
PC6T-WST Of GROOP II (ISOUIfBXC) ANB 

GROUP XIX (CALSSTBHTXC) ON 
SEVEN TEST 1VXHT8 

Seven 
Test Events 

Isometric 
Group 11 
If-48 

Mean S.D. 

Calisthenic 
Group 111 

£--39 
mrnm S.D. 

fisher 
t 

m 

P«ll*»p 
(Huraber) • .11 2.10 - .29 1.72 .42 NSD 

Sit-ap 
(Number) •4.45 19.51 -12.41 13.65 2.46 .02 

Shuttle Run 
(Seconds) .57 .§1 .53 .43 .18 NSD 

Standing 
Broad Jump 

(Inches) •*3.92 5.58 - 3.89 8.12 .01 USD 

30 Yard Sash 
(Seconds) .04 .24 .06 . 30 - .40 NSD 

Softball throw 
(feet) -7.®2 • 18.08 - 3.it 14.37 -1.00 NSD 

600 Yd Bun 
(Seconds) 10.91 3.74 8.79 — . 82 USB 

A> examination of Table 111 will show that the calisthenic 

exercise group, Group 111, produced a significant gala over 

the isometric exercise group, Group II, in one cf the seven 

test events. Group III produced a mean gain of 12.41 repeti-

tions on the sit-up; when compared to a mean gain of 4.45 by 

Group II, this gain was significant at the .03 level. 
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Group III produced greater Mean gain* on the pull up, 

fifty-yard dash, and the 600 yard run/walk than did Group Iff 

however, these differences were not significant at the .OS 

level. 

Group 11 proceed greater mean gains on the shuttle run, 

standing broad jump, and Softball throw, but when compared to 

Groupjll, these differences were not significant at the .05 

level. 

Data comparing the mean differences between pre-test and 

post-test of Oroup II and Oroup I? on seven test events are 

presented in Table 11II, which appears on the following page. 

An examination of Table XIII will show that the continuous 

exercise group, Oroup IV, produced significant gains over the 

isometric exercise group, Oroup II, in two of the seven test 

events. Oroup I? produced a mean gain of 13.39 repetitions 

on the sit-up; when compared to a mean gain of 4.45 repetitions 

by Group II, this difference was significant at the .001 level. 

Group I? produced a mean gain of 7.00 seconds on the 600-yard 

run/walk; when compared to a mean gain of 1.62 seconds by 

Group II, this gain was significant at the .05 level. 

Oroup IV produced greater mean gains on the pull-up, 

shuttle run and fifty-yard dash than did Group II; however, 

these differences were not significant at the .05 level. 

Oroup II produced greater mean gains on the standing 

broad jump and the Softball throw, but when compared to Oroup 

IV, these differences were not significant at the .05 level. 
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TABLS XIII 

CQMPABISOM Gf MI AH DlfPIEEHCES HWIIN PW^WBt Aim 
POSF-TSST OF GROUP II (ISOMITEIC) AND 

GRQOP I? (eotrriiiuoijs) OK 
S m i TEST X?SMfl 

Seven 
Itest Events 

Isometric 
Group 11 
»=45 

Mean S.D. 

Continuous 
Group IT 
**40 

Mean 8.1. 

fisher 
t 

LS 

Pull-up 
(Kumber) - .11 3.10 - .24 1.68 .33 USD 

Slt-«p 
(Number) •4,45 19. SI -13.39 12,13 A H(| 

m # Clip 
.001 

Shuttle Run 
(Seconds) ,S1 .7® .70 -1.63 ffSD 

Standing 
Broad Jmp 
Cinches -3.92 5.58 #« 1 W §.20 -1.03 USD 

50 Yard Dash 
(Seconds) .04 • 34 .09 .21 - .96 USD 

Softball f&row 
(feet) -1.22 18.08 - 1.07 13.27 - .OS USD 

@00 Yard mn 
(Seconds) 1.62 10.91 7.00 14.23 -2.1@ .05 

Data comparing the mm» difference® between pre-test and 

post-test ©f Group III an* Group I? on H V « B test ©vent® are 

presented in fatele XI? which appears on the following page. 

An examination of Table XIV will show that neither the 

callsthenic exercise group. Group 111, nor the continuous 

exercise group, Group It, demonstrated significant improvements 

when their mean gains on the seven test events were coapared. 
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TABLE XIV 

comparison mm diffshincis iiweih mm-fmr and 
PG6T-1BST W mwp III (CALISTHSNIC) AND 

group if (cutTiitioes) oir 
i&mvr&u w m 1 w&wintt 
iSttfill iie i IVIIIp 

Seven 
Test Events 

Calisthenic 
Group III 
N-39 

.. lean iJft* 

* Continuous 
Group If 
H-46 

-JBMHB 

Fisher 
t 

LR 

Pull-up 
(Number) • .39 ; * mm # * .24 1.68 - .11 NSD 

8it-up 
(Number) -12.41 13.65 -13.39 11,13 .30 USD 

Shuttle ton 
(Seconds) .56 .43 .76 .70 -1.74 NSD 

Standing 
Broad Jump 

(Inches) - 3.8® §.12 - 2.72 9.20 -1.03 USD 

90 Yard Bash 
(Seconds) .06 .03 .09 • 21 - .53 NSD 

Softball Throw 
(Feet) - 3.S9 14.37 - 7.07 13.27 .96 NSD 

600 Td Bun 
(Seconds) 3.74 8.70 : 7.00 14.28 -1.26 NSD 

Group If produced greater mean gales on the sit-up, shuttle 

sun, fifty-yard dash, Softball throw and 600-yard run/walk than 

did ©roup III; however, these differences were not significant 

at the .05 level. 

Group i n produced greater mean gains in the pull-up and 

standing broad jump, but when compared to Group If, these 

differences were not significant at the .05 level. 
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Conclusions 

Within the Halts of this study the following conclusions, 

consistent with the stated null hypotheses, are presented. 

1. There will be no significance of difference is sean 

•qovm between pre-test scores and post-test scores for each 

of seven tsst events of physical fitnsss within student Groups 

I, IX, XIX, and XV, respectively. 

a. Data presented in Table ¥ indicate that Group I 

produced significant gains between pre-test and post-test 

in each of seven test events. The portion of null hypo-

thesis noaber one concerning Group X is therefore rejected. 

b. Data presented in Table YX indicate that Group 

IX produced significant gains between pre-test and post-

test in three of the seven test events. The portion of 

null hypothesis nuaber one concerning Group XX is rejected 

on the shuttle run, standing broad ju»p, and Softball 

throw test events. The portion of null hypothesis number 

one concerning Group XX is accepted on the pull-up, sit-

up, fifty-yard dash, and 600-yard run/walk test event®. 

c. Data presented in Ifeble Til indicate that Group 

XXX produced significant gains between pre-test and post-

test in four of seven test svsnts. The portion of null 

hypothesis number on® concerning Group XXX is rejected 

on the sit-up, shuttle run, standing broad jump, and 600-

yard run/walk test events. The portion of null hypothesis 
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number one concerning Group 1X1 is accepted on the pull-

up fifty-yard dash, anil Softball throw test events. 

d. Data presented la Table VIII indicate that Group 

XV produced significant galas in six of the seven test 

events. The portion of Bull hypothesis number one con-

cerning Group IV is rejected on the sit-up, shuttle run, 

standing broad Jimp, fifty-yard dash, Softball throw, a&d 

000-yard run/walk test events. the portion of null hypo-

thesis number one concerning Group IV is accepted on the 

pull-up test event* 

2. There will be no significance of difference in mean 

score changes frost pre-test scores to post-test scores between 

student Group 1 and student Group IX* 

Data presented in liable IK indicate that there was no 

significance of difference in Mean score changes fro* pre-

test to post-test scores between Group I and Group II on the 

shuttle run,'.standing broad jump, fifty-yard dash, and soft-

ball throw test events* Wall hypothesis number two is accepted 

oa these four test events; however, null hypothesis number two 

is rejected on the pull-up, sit-up, and 000-yard run/walk test 

events. Group I produced significant gains over Group II in 

the pull-up, sit-up and 600-yard run/walk test events. 

3. Hiere will be no significance of difference In mean 

score changes from pre-test scores t© post-test scores between 

student Group 1 and student Group III. 

Data presented in Table X indicate that there was so 

significance of difference in mean score changes from pre-test 
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to post-test scores between Group I and Group III on the sit-

up, shuttle run, standing broad jump, fifty-yard dash, Softball 

throw, and 600-yard run/walk test ©vents. Mull hypothesis 

number thrse is rejected on the pull-up test event. Group I 

produced a significant gain over Group III in the pull-up test 

event, 

4. There will be no significance of difference in mean 

score changes from pre-test scores to post-test scores between 

student Group X and student Group IV. 

lata presented in Table XI indicate that there was no 

significance of difference in mean score changes from pre-test 

to post-test scores between Group I and Group IV on the sit-

up, shuttle run, standing broad jump, fifty-yard dash, Softball 

throw, and the 600-yard run/walk test events. Mull hypothesis 

number four is accepted on these six test events; however, 

null hypothesis number four is rejected on the poll-up test 

event. Group I produced a significant gain over Group IV on 

the pull-up test event. 

5. There will be no significance of difference in mean 

score changes fro* pre-test scores to post-test scores between 

student Group II and student Group III. 

Data presented in Table 111 indicate that there was no 

significance of difference in mean score changes from pre-

test to post-test scores between Group n and Group III on 

the pull-up, shuttle run, standing broad justp, fifty-yard dash, 

Softball throw, and 600-yard run/walk test events. Hull hypothesis 
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lumber five is rejected on the sit-up test event. Group III 

produced a significant gels over Group II in the sit-up test 

6. There will be ao significance of difference in mean 

score changes from pre-test scores to post-test scores between 

student Group II and student Group IV. 

Oats presented in Ifeble XIII indicate that there was no 

significance of difference in sean score changes frea pre*-test 

to post-test scores between Group II and Group IT on the pull-

up, shuttle run, standing broad ju»p, fifty-yard dash, and soft-

ball throw test events. Hull hypothesis number six is accepted 

on these five test events; however, null hypothesis number six 

is rejected on the sit-up and 600-yard run/walk test events. 

Group IV produced significant gains over Group II in the sit-up 

test event. 

7. there will be no significance of difference in sean 

score changes from pre-test scores to post-test scores between 

student Group III and student Group IV. 

lists presented in Table XIV indicate that there was no 

significance of difference in nean score changes fros pre-test 

to post-test scores between Group III and Group IV on any of 

the seven test events. Hull hypothesis number seven is there-

fore accepted. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, IHfSKSNCIS, AND HC^MSNBATIQlfS 

Summary 

The present study sought to exaslne the effects of four 

Mltcttd short duration e m c l M routines on development of 

physical fitness for Junior college students. 

the three purposes of the study worst 

1. To investigate the developsent of physical fitness 

through the sediu* of fifteen-sinute exercise routines in 

junior oollege physical eduoation classes. 

2. To dstemine the relationship between each of four 

exercise routines and the improvement of physical development 

in a specific body area. 

1. Ite compare the results of intensive, Isowstric, 

calisthenic, and continuous exercise routines to determine if 

any one routine was of greater value to three alternate rou-

tines in assisting the individual to attain a higher degree 

of physical fitness development. 

Consistent with the purposes, the study was designed to 

test these general hypotheses: 

1. Student groups subjected to certain selected exer-

cise routines will show significant improvement is each of 

seven selected Measures of physical fitness. 

70 
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2. Sach of Hour emcist routines will prove 

to bo of greater value than the three alternate routines In 

demonstrating iaproveaent for certain specific measures of 

physical fitness. 

3. One of the four selected exercise routines will 

prove to be of greater value than the three alternate routines 

in the development of physical fitness throughout a range of 

physical fitness test events. 

The following null hypotheses were converted froa the 

stated general hypotheses; 

1. There will be no significance of difference in wean 

scores between pre-test scores and post-test scores for each 

of seven test events of physical fitness within student Groups 

Xf II, III, and IV, respectively. 

2. There will be no significance of difference in aean 

score changes from pre-test scores to post-test scores between 

student Group I and student Group II. 

3. There will be no significance of difference in aean 

score changes from pre-test scores to post-test ecores between 

student Group I and student Group III. 

4. There will be no significance of difference in aean 

score changes froa pre-teet scores to post-test scores between 

student Group I and student Group IV. 

5. There will be no significance of difference in aean 

score changes froa pre-test scores to post-test scores between 

student Group 11 and student Group III. 
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6. There will be no significance of difference in mean 

•core changes fro* pre**test scores to post*-test scores between 

student Group XI and student Qroup IV. 

7. There will be no significance of difference in wean 

score Chang© from pre-test scores to post-test scores between 

student Qroup III and student Qroup IV. 

A summary of the procedures used to collect data revelant 

to this study is as follows: 

1. One hundred and eighty student subjects were selected 

from four physical education classes at Wharton County Junior 

College conducted during the spring semester, 1966. 

2. Ifee student subjects within each class were divided 

into four groups. Bach group was assigned one selected short 

duration exercise routine as follows: Qroup I, Intensive; 

Qroup II, Isometric; Qroup III, Calisthenics Qroup IV, Contin-

uous. 

3» » © student subjects were pre-tested with the M M M B 

Youth Fitness Test. 

4. Hie student subjects began exercising according to 

the direction of their specific short duration exercise routine, 

these exercise# were performed by the student subjects the first 

fifteen minutes of each physical education class for an eight* 

w®#& period, twice weekly, experimental period, 

5. Okie hundred and seventy-three subjects were post-

tested with the AAHPEB Youth Fitness Test at the conclusion of 
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the eight-week ©xperlmeatal period. Seven subjects were not 

poet-tested because of excessive absences during the experi-

mental period. 

6. the data obtained from the pre-test mad post-test 

were statistically treated to determine the effects of the 

specific short duration exercise routine. 

Consistent with the stated null hypotheses, a summary of 

the conclusions determines that 

1. Bach of the four selected exercise routines produced 

gains between pre-test and post-test in each of seven test 

events; however, each exercise group was unique in producing 

significant gains in each of the seven test events. These 

significant gains were: 

a. Group I produced significant gain between pre-

test and post-test in each of the seven test events, 

thus rejecting the portion of null hypothesis number one 

concerning Oroup I in each of the seven test events. 

b. ©roup II produced significant gains between pre-

test and post-test in three of the seven test events-

shuttle run, standing broad jump, and softball throw, 

thus rejecting the portion of null hypothesis number one 

concerning Group II in these three test events. 

o. Group III produced significant gains between pre-

test and post-test in four of seven test events—sit-up, 

shuttle run, standing broad jump, and 600-yard run/walk, 

thus rejecting the portion of null hypothesis number one 
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d. Group IV produced significant gains between pro-

test and post-test in six of the seven test events— 

sit~up, shuttle run, standing broad Jump, fifty-yard 

dash, Softball throw, and 600 yard run/walk, thus re-

jecting the portion of null hypothesis number one con-

cerning Group I? in these six test events* 

2. Group I produced no significance of difference in 

mean score changes from pre**test to post-test scores over Group 

XI on the shuttle run, standing broad junp, fifty-yard dash, 

and softball throw test events. Thus, null hypothesis number 

two is accepted on these four test events. *ull hypothesis 

number two was rejected on the pull-up, sit-up, and 600-yard 

run/walk test events because Group I produced significant gains 

over Group II on these three events. 

3. Group I produced no significance of difference in 

mean score changes fro® pre-test to post-test scores over 

Group III on the sit-up, shuttle run, standing broad juiep, 

fifty-yard dash, softball throw, and 600-yard run/walk test 

events. Thus, null hypothesis number three is accepted on 

these six test events. Hull hypothesis number three is re-

jected on the pull—up test event because Group 1 produced 

significant gains over Group II on this test event. 

4. Group I produced no significance of difference in 

mean score changes fro» pre-test to post-test scores over 

Group IT on the sit-up, shuttle run, standing broad jump, 

fifty-yard dash, softball throw, and 600-yard run/walk test 
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events. Thus, null hypothesis number four is accepted on 

these six test events. Kill, hypothesis number four is rejected 

on the pull-up test event beoause Group I produced a significant 

gain over Group IV on this event. 

5. Group II produced no significance of difference in 

mean score changes from pre-test to post-test scores over 

Group III on the pull-up, shuttle run, standing broad Ju»p, 

fifty-yard dash, Softball throw, and 600-yard run/walk test 

events. Thus, null hypothesis number five is accepted on 

these six test events. Mull hypothesis number five is rejected 

on the sit-up test event because Group III produced a signifi-

cant gain over Group II on this test event. 

6. Group II produced no significance of difference in 

mean score changes front pre-test to post-test scores over 

Group I? on the pull-up, shuttle run, standing broad jump, 

fifty-yard dash, and Softball throw test events. Thus, null 

hypothesis number six is accepted on these five test event®. 

lull hypothesis number six is rejected on the sit-up and 000-

yard run/walk test events because Group IV produced significant 

gains over Group II on these test events. 

7. Group III produced no significance of difference in 

nean score changes tram pre-test to post-test scores over 

Group IV in any of the seven test events. Thus, null hypothesis 

number seven is accepted. 
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Inferences 

Consistent with the general hypotheses anil upon review 

of the stated conclusions, the following inferences were 

formulated: 

1. Hi® Intensive exercise routine, the isoastrlc $j»r 

else routine, the callsthenlc exercise routine, and the 

continuous exercise routine are each useful in the development 

of physical fitness by sale junior college students, as aea~ 

sured by the AAHPE1 Youth fitness Itst. 

2. Hie Intensive exercise routine tends to be of greater 

value than the three alternate routines in the improvement of 

pull-up and softball throw in sale junior eollege students. 

3. Hie isometric exercise routine tends to be of greater 

value than the three alternate routines in the improvement of 

standing broad jump in male junior college students. 

4. The continuous exercise routine tends to be of greater 

value than the three alternate routines in the improvement of 

sit-up, shuttle run, fifty-yard dash, and 600-yard run/walk 

in male junior eollege students* 

*« The intensive exercise routine tends to be of greater 

value than the three alternate exercise routines in the devel-

opment of total physical fitness in ankle junior college students, 

6. Hie physical fitness development of students can be 

improved when the physical education instructor utilises an 

organised and purposeful routine which is related to the needs 

of the student. 
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7. Improvement in arm and shoulder strength tends to toe 

N U t f d to tli® intensive exercise rovtint more than to the 

three alternate routines. 

8. Improvement la leg strength fends to be related more 

to the isometric t m o i M routine tfaan to the three alternate 

routine*. 

9. Improvement la abdominal strength* agility and rhythm 

condition, speed and cardie-vascular efficiency are more re-

lated to the continuous exercise routine than to the three 

alternate routines• 

Recommendations* 

The following recommendations were formulated} 

1. Physical educators should analyse the specific needs 

of their physical edncati on students and prescribe the appro-

priate short duration exeroise routines that would assls t in 

alleviating the needs. 

2. A study similar to the present study should be con-

ducted, increasing the frequency of exposure to three, four, 

or five times per week. This would ascertain if the results 

obtained from the present study would fee affected by increased 

frequency to exposure. 

3. A study similar to the present study should be con-

ducted, using female subjects and different age-level subjects 

to determine If the results obtained from this study are appli-

cable to the opposite sex and/or different age-levels. 
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4. A study should be conducted to deteriaine if the seven 

test ©vents of the AAffPIR Touth Fitness feet are accurate mea-

sures of the physical fitness development of the student* 
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